
Course 8:  Technologies of Now 
 
Class 2:  Synchronicity Sonic Entrainment Technologies of Now 
 
Welcome to the School of Modern Spirituality and Class 2 of our course, 
Technologies of Now.  We ended our first class with the invitation to continue into 
this second class where we will present Synchronicity’s Sonic Entrainment 
Technologies of Now.  We begin at the beginning withSynchronicity’s major 
contribution to our world--holistic sonic entrainment technology – High-Tech 
Meditation.   
 
Before we begin this class let’s visit our balancing technologies of now for this 
course.  One that you will frequently encounter in Synchronicity programs is 
focused awareness of the breath.   Let’s consider this.  First, the breath is always 
with us.  Second, focused awareness on the in-breath and out-breath is a 
powerful balancing technique.  Did you know the mind is poor at multi-tasking?  
So, when you have a dominant objective focus, such as watching the breath, the 
mind has great difficulty thinking about this and that.  Just try this technique and 
validate it for yourself.   
 
Watching the breath has always been a meditation technique for me.  I begin 
with watching the breath and my awareness expands and I’m soon in the 
balance position of the subjective polarity simultaneous to the objective.   Plus 
the breath end-points represent change-points of stillness. Here and now, begin 
with me just watching your breath—the in-breath changing to the out-breath and 
back.  Notice how you settle down and relax.  Notice that you mind becomes 
quiet.  Notice your awareness expanding.  Notice the balance of subjective and 
objective happening naturally.  Maintains this focus of balance as we continue.   
 
High-Tech Meditation was created by a master spiritual teacher, Master Charles 
Cannon.It was the first meditation sonic entrainment technology program.  And 
after 30 years of world-wide experience, Synchronicity sonic technologies are 
accepted and proven—a precision system that delivers specific brainwave 
entrainments and, thus, specific meditative experiences.It’s the “gold-standard” of 
meditation technology.  It’s effectiveness has been repeatedly validated in two 
words, “it works”.   
 
First is alpha level technology.  It is targeted to the alpha level of experience and 
delivers the initial balancing technology in terms of the hemispheres of the brain. 
 
Synchronicity alpha entrainment products include our Sacred Name Series—Om, 
Om Namah Shivaya, Om Mani Padme Hum—and a fourth soundtrack, Welcome 
to My World. They all feature Master Charles’ voice and instrumentation as he 
performs these classical mantras in a contemporary style. They entrain in the 
alpha range. And the correspondent experience is of increased wakefulness and 
a light meditative awareness.  It also increases relaxation and reduces stress.  



 
Alpha entrainment technology is primarily used ambiently, where it pervades an 
environmental space to create its effect. These products are widely used 
commercially where you will find them in yoga and massage studios, business 
offices, and shops and stores. They are also popular for personal spaces and are 
a superb energetic enhancement in rooms in which they are played. 
 
Second is theta level technology.  It is targeted to the theta level of experience 
and delivers increased balance of the brain hemispheres and proportional whole-
brain synchrony.  The correspondent experience is more expansive wakefulness 
and meditative awareness.   
 
Our Theta Entrainment Technology includes a broad listing of meditative 
soundtracks—the Sounds of Source Series, the Collaborations Series and other 
inspiring compositions. These soundtracks include both musical and spoken 
word compositions that are precisely configured and supported by theta range 
technology to deliver a deeper meditative experience.  
 
The technology is very effective in producing a medium-range meditative 
entrainment when played on speakers environmentally. Because it has a deeper 
meditative effect than our alpha range series, we do not advise its use in 
automobile audio systems. Synchronicity Theta range technology is a great way 
to experience precision meditation technology at a beginner level, and many 
people start with this series before moving to our flagship meditation program, 
The Recognitions Program. Because of the number and variety of our Theta 
range soundtracks, you are referred to the Synchronicity website where you can 
find them all.  You can also sample brief segments for your experience and 
enjoyment. 
 
Alpha and Theta level technology can be used to support one’s sitting meditation 
practice throughout the waking hours of the day in the midst of one’s daily 
activities. All of this information is available on the Synchronicity website in 
greater detail than I am presenting in this class.   Our alpha and theta sonic 
entrainment technologies perfectly exemplify the modern Technologies of Now.  
 
Third is delta level technology.  It is targeted to the delta level of experience and 
delivers maximum balance of the brain hemispheres and resultant whole-brain 
synchrony.   The correspondent experience is depth meditation and holistic 
wakefulness.  Delta level technology is used primarily for sitting meditation and is 
thus reserved for the Recognitions and Core Dynamics programs.  
 
Our delta level entrainment technology is featured in the Recognitions Program, 
Also created by a master spiritual teacher, Master Charles Cannon, this 
meditation system is the most advanced technology-based meditation systemthat 
you will find. It is carefully designed to entrain the Awakened Mind Pattern 
representing a specific pattern of low beta, alpha, theta and delta brainwaves 



found in masters of meditation.  And most important to remember, the 
Recognitions Program system also contains the holistic empowerment of Master 
Charles. It is a perfect example of the technology of now. 
 
The Recognitions Program is a complete program. By this I mean, it is an 
ongoing course in High-Tech Meditation and Holistic Lifestyle facilitated by 
certified Synchronicity teachers.  The eight courses of the Recognitions Program 
are followed by Core Dynamics, which represents an endless system of 
progressive meditative sonic entrainment.  If chosen, it can be a lifetime 
adventure in the evolution of your consciousness.  You may visit our website for 
more information.  
 
The two most important statements that can be made about Synchronicity High-
Tech Meditation technology is: 1) It works, conclusively proven over 30 years 
ofworld-wide experience … and 2) It has been continuously upgraded and 
modernized by Master Charles Cannon throughout it’s entire technological life.  
This continuous updating has kept Synchronicity sonic entrainment technology 
on the leading edge. I emphasize this because in a technology world in which it 
seems everything is obsolete as soon as it is employed, Synchronicity sonic 
entrainment technology, including High-Tech Meditation is never dated.  Rather, 
it will always be the most current, most modern meditation system.  With 
Synchronicity High-Tech Meditation you will always be on the leading edge.  
 
Let’s revisit our technology of now for this class—focused awareness of the 
breath.  Are you still watching your breath, simultaneous to the presentation of 
this class?   If so, you will also find you are aware of your silent interior.  This 
level of focused awareness is a powerful balancing technique and it’s always with 
you, anywhere, anytime.  Bring your awareness to your breathing, watch youru 
awareness expand and create balance as we continue.   
 
Now we must acknowledge Synchronicity’s latest technology of now relating to 
sonic entrainment of human brainwaves—NeuroField.  It was clear, with the 
initial release of High-Tech Meditation,that something powerful and important 
was happening to the brains of people using this technology.  As so 
Synchronicity developed a technology to measure human brainwaves.   Within a 
few years our experience confirmed the rapid development of advanced 
meditative brainwave patterns, unprecedented in terms of the rapidity of change 
when compared to classical systems. 
 
And we’ve continued this brainwave monitoring process ever since—bringing 
precision to the meditative experience.  NeuroField technology is our most 
modern system for this purpose.  It is a 19 -channel recording technology, 
compared to 4 channels before.  It allows much more detail including brainwave 
frequencies all the way to 60 cycles per second, which includes gamma waves 
and much more detail in beta. Our experience is much greater precision in 
determining human brainwave evolution—in other words, where one’s feet are in 



the evolution of consciousness.  And better diagnosis means a more precise 
application of modern technologies of now to ongoing evolution.   
 
From NeuroField has sprung the Peak Enhancement Protocol in which precise 
sonic entrainment frequencies allow the enhancement of brainwave patterns 
determined by NeuroField.  This advanced sonic entrainment technology is 
focused on specific brain information processing centers which serve like “hubs”  
for distribution of information between processing centers of the brain. The Peak 
Enhancement Protocol allows precise stimulation of these “hubs” to influence 
evolution of human brainwaves.  The technology of now is operative onsite at 
Synchronicity Sanctuary and available in Retreats—either general of custom.  
When you come to Synchronicity Retreats, you will have an experience with both 
NeuroField brain mapping and the Peak Enhancement Protocol.  For more 
information on both, contract us here at Synchronicity.  
 
There is another Sonic entrainment technology of now.  And it was developed 
right here, at Synchronicity by Master Charles Cannon.  It is so important, in 
terms of a such wide-reaching application, it’s time to mention it. It’s simply, Now 
… the Technology.   
 
Now… the Technology… is Master Charles’ latest creation.  It is a dominantly 
theta level application.  It is specifically designed to support holistic wakefulness 
24/7.  Such wakefulness so experienced in duration results in the experience of 
true reality within the eternal now.  Remember, a true experience of now is 
always now.  It’s not yesterday or tomorrow, or even last minute.  It can be used 
24/7 in this regard.  It can also be used for sitting meditation… at a beginner’s 
level of experience.  And remember NOW … the Technology entrains the 
meditators brain with an Awakened Mind profile.  Just remember that 
Recognitions and Core Dynamics technology is deeper and NOW should not be 
substituted for these programs.  It can however be used in addition to these 
programs… again to support the maintenance of holistic wakefulness during the 
waking hours of the day.  
 
It can be used on any sound system continuously throughout the day as a 
balancing background to all one’s activities.  It is particularly suited to Smart 
Phones and iPods, which can remain in your pocket and allow the technology to 
be with you at all times.  It can be played at very low volume or not even heard 
and still deliver maximum results. Thus, it is in great demand as an App.  
Because it is the leading-edge of technological evolution, it is a very smooth 
technology--which means that it delivers a highly effective experience that is 
easily integrated.NOW … the Technology is another perfect example of a 
Technology of Now that should be in everyone’s toolbox.   
 
Synchronicity’s first App was specifically for High-Tech Meditation and is highly 
successful.   We are approaching one hundred thousand downloads of this 
remarkable technology of now.  But after experiencing the High-Tech meditation 



app, people wanted more.  To this response, Master Charles created Now … the 
Technology to widen the appeal beyond meditation to that of wakefulness and 
presence and the high of life holistically lived.   Again, it can be used for 
beginner’s meditation, but remember it was primarily designed to support 
wakefulness and presence 24/7, and it is intended to be used in that manner.  
 
The last Synchronicity Technology of Now to be discussed in this class is our 
latest, Seventh Dimension Technology … or 7 D Technology.  
 
Consciousness is multi-dimensional and human beings are multi-dimensional 
forms of consciousness.  The seventh dimension includes the supra-causal level 
of unified consciousness.  It is the most subtle of our subtle dimensions.  Its 
frequency of vibration has great amplitude of power and when dominant delivers 
holistic experience. 
 
Seventh Dimension Technology… or 7 D Technology… is a vibrational 
entrainment technology that delivers the Seventh Dimension frequency of 
vibration.  It reverses the relative polarized dominance from dense to subtle and 
enhances holistic experience… the experience of high amplitude unified witness 
consciousness. 
 
From a sacred geometrical perspective… 7 D Technology is a Big Three or 
Primary Three energy quality.  It naturally occurs in power vortices and in 
precisely constructed sacred geometrical spaces like pyramids, temples and 
cathedrals.  It is also the natural vibration of our DNA.  It is thus a balancing, re-
vitalizing, healing and holistically expansive energy quality.  Consistent exposure 
to 7D Technology can alter objects at the molecular level.  It yields a clear, 
balanced and expansive field of energy.  It is also self-regulating offering only 
that which can be safely assimilated.  It is particularly impressive in terms of 
balancing the brain and transmuting negative energy through whole-brain 
synchrony. 
 
Specifically selected objects can be permanently empowered with 7 D 
Technology.  Some are designed to be worn such as pendants, bracelets, 
earrings, rings, scarves and shawls… and others are designed to empower 
special spaces like meditation rooms or offices or entire homes. 7 D Technology 
can also be applied to neutralize negative dominant electro-magnetic fields in 
such common devices as computers, mobile phones and home/office electrical 
systems. 7 D Technology… precisely employed… can thus radically transform 
people, places and things. The possibilities are endless. 
 
Select products that are empowered with 7 D Technology are available in the 
Peace of Mind store.  For more detailed information and personalized 
applications we have a specialist here at Synchronicity who can assist.   
 



Now, we are at a good stopping point for class 2.  In this class you have 
reviewed modern technologies of now from Synchronicity’s offerings.  They 
represent the best humanity has to offer in the field of sonic entrainment.  And 
they are evolving rapidly.  Synchronicity’s technologies of now are and will be 
your primary balancing strategies in an imbalanced world.   And they are ready 
and waiting for you here and now.   
 
In our completion of this class, a final reminder of our technology of now for the 
class—focused awareness of breathing.  It’s so effective.  It just requires practice 
to cultivate awareness of it.  Stay with your breathing focus practice until our next 
class together.   
 
And in our next class, we will discuss other technologies of now and many of the 
situations in which they are applicable.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


